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Some results on the “evasiveness” of graph properties are obtained, extending 
the work of Rivest and Vuillemin. In particular, it is shown that any nontrivial 
monotone graph property on IZ vertices is at least na/9-evasive; particular stronger 
results are obtained for values of II that are powers of primes less than 14. A 
new result allowing interpolation among n values is obtained, as are some stronger 
results on restricted classes of properties. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 8’ be a collection of subsets of a d element set S. A measure of the 
minimum amount of information necessary, in the worst case, to determine 
membership of F is as follows. Suppose two players play the following game. 
The “second player” selects some A C S. The first player chooses a particular 
element of S and asks the second if that element is in the set A. After the 
second player answers, the first player asks about another element of S and 
the questioning continues until the first player is able to determine if A lies 
in F. The object of the first player is to make this determination as soon as 
possible, of the second player to prolong the game. We say that F is X- 
evasive if there is a set A which forces the first player to ask at least X ques- 
tions to determine if A is in P; completely evasive if X is d. We call the maxi- 
mum such F its evasiveness. A collection F is monotone if whenever A C B C 
S and A E F, then B E 10. F is nontrivial if + 4 F and S E F. 
Let S be the set of two-element subsets of (1, 2,..., n>, representing the 
edges of the complete graph on n vertices. Here d = (i) and F represents a 
collection of graphs, i.e., sets of edges, on these d vertices. F is a graph 
property if it is invariant under all permutations of the vertices. 
Aanderaa and Rosenberg [lo] advanced the conjecture that there exists 
some c > 0 such that for every n every nontrivial monotone graph property 
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on n vertices is cn2-evasive. Best et al. [l] made the stronger conjecture that 
every nontrivial monotone graph property is completely evasive. They also 
proved the result used extensively below, that any collection F of subsets of S 
that is not completely evasive must contain an equal number of sets of even 
and odd cardinalities. 
Rivest and Vuillemin [6-81 generalized the Aanderaa-Rosenberg conjec- 
ture to the statement that a nontrivial collection F that is invariant under the 
action of a transitive permutation group on S is completely evasive. They 
proved this conjecture for the case that { S 1 is a prime power [8], and they 
applied this result to prove the original Aanderaa-Rosenberg conjecture. 
It is the purpose of this paper to explore some extensions of the results 
obtained by Rivest and Vuillemin with the hope that these extensions will 
lead to proofs of some of the unsettled conjectures. We improve the constant c 
they obtained, provide further improved values of c for certain values of n, 
and describe a class of properties for which, for large n of appropriate form, 
we can obtain a minimum evasiveness asymptotic to (2”). 
We obtain an extension of the Rivest-Vuillemin Lemma described below 
and present improved bounds for evasiveness of properties defined on graphs 
on 3”, 47i, 7”, 11 Ic, 13”, and 2 * 3k vertices and of certain classes of properties 
on 2” vertices. We also apply these to yield an improved interpolation result. 
The explicit results are listed in the next section. Proofs are described in 
the following section. 
IT. RESULTS 
A. General Properties of Invariant Families 
LEMMA 1 (Rivest and Vuillemin). Let S be a set of cardinality pk, for 
prime p. If F is a nontrivial collection of subsets of S that is invariant under the 
induced operations of a transitive group ofpermutations of S, then F is completely 
evasive. 
LEMMA 2. Let p be prime and let S be the collection of all pairs (i, j> with 
1 < i < pk, 1 < j < m. Let F be a nontrivial monotone collection of subsets of 
S invariant under the action of a transitive symmetry group on the first element 
of the pairs. If for each j, Cj E F, where Cj = ((i, j)l 1 ,< i < pk> then F is 
completely evasive. 
Lemma 2 is only one of a wide class of similar results. We choose it 
because it leads to the conclusions relative to evasiveness expressed in the 
following theorems. 
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B. Bounds on Evasiveness for SpeciJic Integers 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a nontrivial monotone graph property on n vertices. 
(a) (Rivest and Vuillemin [8]). If n = 2”, F is at Ieast n2/4-evasive. 
(b) Ifn=?*2”,F is at least 2n2/9-evasive. 
(c) If n = 3”, F is at least n2/3-evasive. 
(d) If n = 5k, 7k, 1 I”, 13”, then F is at least cn2-evasive where c is, 
respectively, 2/5, 317, 5/l 1, 6113. 
The proofs of (b) and (c) above are similar to the proof of (a) by Rivest 
and Vuillemin. Lemma 2 is used to obtain (d). 
C. Interpolation Results 
Based upon Lemma 2 we can deduce: 
THEOREM 2. Let A’, denote the minimum evasiveness over all nontrivial 
monotone graph properties on n vertices. Let y denote the prime power closest 
to n/2. Then X, 3 min(X,-, , y(n - y)). 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 2. X, 3 rt2/q. 
D. Results for Special Properties 
One such result 
class of results. 
is presented as an example out of an undoubtedly wide 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a nontrivial monotone graph property on n vertices 
where n = 2q and the graph consisting of 2q-r disconnected complete graphs 
on 2’ vertices is in F. Then F is at least 2@(2q - 2’-I)-evasive. 
III. PROOFS 
Proof of Lemma I. Consider an orbit of subsets of F under the action 
of the group of permutations. Let there be q subsets in this orbit, all of size 
r > 0. Also, let the number of appearances of any element of S among the 
subsets in the orbit be b. This number must be constant for all elements of S 
since the group is transitive on the elements of S and we are looking at an 
orbit. Thus, counting the appearances of elements of S in the members of 
the orbit in two different ways, we have q * r = b . pk. Thus, either r is pk or p 
divides q. Hence the orbit has size divisible by p, or the orbit consists of a 
single subset of S, S itself. 
It now can be seen that F satisfying the hypotheses here must be completely 
evasive. It is invariant under the group and, therefore, consists of entire 
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orbits only. But it contains only one orbit (S itself) whose size is not divisible 
by p; so the odd sized sets in I; must be divisible by p and the even sized sets 
not, or vice-versa, violating the odd-even balance condition of Best et al. [l] 
for nonevasiveness. 
Proof of Lemma 2. As in the proof of Lemma 1, consider an orbit of 
subsets of S under the action of the symmetry group. Consider a subset T of 
Sin this orbit. Suppose for somej that 1 Cj n T 1 = q > 0. Then each member 
of the orbit contains q elements of Cj and the number of appearances of each 
element of Cj in the members of the orbit must be the same by the nature of 
the symmetry group. Thus, if the orbit contains r subsets of S, and each 
element of Cj appears t times among the members of the orbit, we have 
q * r = t *pk. Therefore, either q is pk or p divides r. Thus, each orbit of 
subsets of S whose size is not divisible by p consists of a single subset which 
is a union of some Cj’S. 
As I: contains all Cj’S and is monotone, there is exactly one subset of S 
not in I: whose orbit does not have size divisible byp, namely 4. The odd and 
even size members of the complement of F cannot balance and, therefore, 
F must be completely evasive. 
Proof of Theorem l(a). For 0 < j ,< k - 1 let Gj be the graph consist- 
ing of 2k-j disjoint Kzj’S (where K, denotes the complete graph on v vertices). 
Divide the vertices Gj into two parts, Tl and T, , each consisting of 2”-i-l 
disjoint Kzi’s. Add edges to Gj between all of the vertices of T, and all of the 
vertices of 7’, to form a graph Hj . So G, has no edges, Hkwl = K, , Gj+l 
contains Gj , Hj+l contains Hj , and Hj contains Gj+l . As F is nontrivial and 
monotone there is some m such that F contains H, but not G, . 
Let E be the set of edges added to G, to form H, . Associate with every 
graph G E F which contains G, and is contained in H, the set EG of edges 
in G not in G,,, . Let F’ be the collection of these sets ,?I&. F’ is a nontrivial 
monotone collection of subsets of E. 
Now consider the symmetry group on the n vertices which is the direct 
product of P, and Pz where Pi (for i = 1,2) is a transitive group of permuta- 
tions of the vertices Ti that preserves the complete subgraphs of G, , that is, 
no two vertices in the same Kzm in G, are mapped to vertices in different 
K,,‘s. We may take Pi to be the direct product of the symmetric groups 
SZk-m-l (which permutes the complete graphs) and SZm (which permutes 
the vertices within the complete subgraphs). This group induces a transitive 
group of permutations of the edges in E that leaves F’ invariant, because F is 
a graph property. As 1 E j = 22k-2, a prime power, we may conclude by 
Lemma 1 that F’ is completely evasive, or 22k-2-evasive. Hence F must be at 
least n2/4-evasive, as the folloling argument shows. 
The second player may give the first player the information that edges 
not in E are in the set A if and only if they are in Hj . The first player must 
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still ask n2/4 questions to determine whether A E I; since we have reduced the 
problem to one of membership in F’, and F’ is 22”-2 = n2/4-evasive. 
Proof of Theorem l(b). We again partition the n vertices into two sets 
in this case let TI have 2”+l vertices and let T2 have 2’i Define the sequence of 
graphs Go ,. .., G2k+l as follows: 
on Tl on T, 
Go no edges 
Gl 2” disjoint K2’s 
G2 2” disjoint K2’s 
G 2”-l disjoint K4’s 
G 2”-l disjoint K4’s 
no edges 
no edges 
2”-l disjoint K,‘s 
2”-l disjoint K,‘s 
2”-2 disjoint &‘s 
G 2k+l K 2k-tl K2k 
Let E be the set of edges with one vertex from each set Ti , and let Hj be Gj 
with the edges E added. We can now argue as in (a) that F induces a collection 
F’ of subsets of E that is completely evasive. As / E j = 22k+1 = 2n2/9 it 
follows that F is 2n2/9-evasive. 
Proof of Theorem l(c). Here we partition the 3” vertices into three 
sets T, , T2, T3, each of size 3k-1, and give this sequence of graphs: For 
0 < j < k - 1, let Gj consist of 3”-j-l disjoint Ksj’s on each of the Ti’S. Let 
E be the set of edges with vertices in two different Ti’S, and let Hi be Gj 
with the addition of the edges in E. As in (a) we can associate with F a collec- 
tion F’ of subsets of E. There is an m such that G, $ F, H, E F. Let Pi be a 
transitive group of permutations on Ti that preserves the complete graphs of 
G, (Pi can be the wreath product of the symmetric groups &+,,,-l and S,,). 
The direct product of PI , P, , P, , and S3 (which permutes the Ti as a whole), 
as a group of permutations of the vertices, preserves G, and induces a transi- 
tive group on E that is invariant on F’. Since ( E / = 32k-1, a prime power, we 
may again apply Lemma 1 to conclude that the evasiveness of F is at least 
/ E 1 = n2/3. 
Proof of Theorem l(d). We will prove only the case n = 11”; the other 
cases can be handled similarly. 
We begin in the previous way by partitioning the vertices into 11 sets 
T 1 ,“‘, T,, of size 1 lk-l, and give the following sequence of graphs: For 
0 < j < k - 1 let Gj have 1 l”-j-l disjoint Kllj’s on each Ti . Let E be the set 
of edges which connect vertices in different Ti’S and let Hj be Gi with the 
addition of the edges in E. Let m be such that G, $ F, H, E F. Associate 
with each Ti a transitive group of permutations Pi on Ti which preserves 
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the KIlm’s in Ti (Pi can be Silk-m-1 x SIIm). Then the direct product of 
Pl , p, ,“‘, PII , and S,, induces a transitive group G of permutations of E 
that is invariant on F'. Unfortunately, 1 E 1 = 5(1 1)2”-1, not a prime power, 
so Lemma 1 cannot be applied. However, we shall still prove that F' is 
completely evasive. First we make an important observation. 
Let Cjjt denote the set of all edges in E betqeen 7’j and Tj* for j #j’. Let 
V be some orbit of subsets of E under G. Then we shall prove next that 
B n C’jjt = 4 or Cjjg , if 1 VI SOmod 11 andBE V. 
Let G’ be the subgroup of G on E which is induced by the direct product 
of the Pi , SO that G’ is invariant on the sets Cjjf . Let W be an orbit under G’ 
which contains the subsets B1 , B, ,..., Bt of E. Suppose 1 WI $0 mod 11 
and ]BnCjjtj=qfor somej=j’. G’ is transitive on Cjjf SO that each 
element of C’jjp appears equally often in W, say Y times. G’ maps Cjjp to 
itself, SO all the sets in W contain q elements of Cjjf . It follows that qt = 
~(1 1)2”-2 and as 11 does not divide t, q = 0 or (1 1)2”-2 and B n C’ij, = + 
or C’jjp . Orbits V under the action of all elements of G are unions of orbits 
like W under the action of G’, so we can make the same statement about 
these larger orbits: Any such orbit V either has size divisible by p or the sets 
Tj are connected to each other in block fashion; if in B E V any vertex of 
Tj is connected to any vertex of Tjt , then all are connected to one another 
in B. 
We will now examine the orbits of subsets of E which are of the type 
stated above, “block” connections on the Tj . 
To facilitate our treatment of these subsets of E, we introduce the following 
notation. We will call the sets of vertices of Tj “points,” the connections 
between on a block basis “edges,” and use the word “degree” to count the 
number of Tj a given Ti is connected to. 
We intend to show that the collection F' is completely evasive by showing 
that there is no combination of orbits of subsets of E that satisfy the even- 
odd sum property. We have already shown that the only orbits in P’ whose 
sizes are not divisible by 11 are of block form on the Tj . 
We continue by observing that one component of G is the full symmetric 
group S,, on the Tj . Consequently, in a member of an orbit of F', if any of 
the Tj have different “degrees” then the size of the orbit must be divisible 
by 11, since there is an element of G of order 11 which does not stabilize 
the member. Clearly the “degree” of each Tj must also be even. Thus the 
only orbits of F’ that can have size not divisible by 11 must have 0, 11, 22, 
33, 44, or 55 edges among the Tj as points and each Tj must have equal 
“degree. ” 
If 11 does not divide the orbit size, it must divide the order of the group of 
permutations that stabilize the “graph” with these “points” and “edges.” 
So some permutation of order 1 I, a cyclic permutation, must belong to this 
group. It follows that the “graph” on the Tj can be broken into disjoint 
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“cycles” of size 11. The following is a tabulation of “graphs” on the Tj of 
this restricted type: 
55 edges &I 
(1 graph in orbit) 
44 K,, minus an 1 l-cycle 
(LO!/2 graphs in orbit) 
33 3 1 l-cycles in position 1, 2, 3 3 1 l-cycles in position 1, 2,4 
(lo!/2 graphs in orbit) (lo!/2 graphs in orbit) \ 
L 1 \ / < \ 
22 2 1 l-cycles in position 1, 2 2 11 -cycles in position 1, 3 
(lo!/2 graphs in orbit) (10 !/2 graphs in orbit) 
11 
11 -cycle 
(lo!/2 graphs in orbit) 
0 edges 4 
(1 graph in orbit) 
Position 1,2 means that if the vertices of one 11 -cycle are labeled 1,2,. .., 11, 1, 
in order, these vertices are encountered in the second 1 l-cycle in the order, 
1, 3, 5, 7 ,..., 10, 1. Other position notation is to be interpreted similarly. It 
can be verified that these are all the graphs whose corresponding orbits are 
not divisible by 11 and that the number in each orbit is as above. The lines 
indicate which graphs are contained as subgraphs of other graphs. We note 
that lo!/2 - 5 mod 11. 
There is no combination of the above graphs which satisfies the mono- 
tocity of F’, the even-odd sum property, and 4.4 F’, E E F’. We can, there- 
fore, conclude that F’ is completely evasive. Because 1 E 1 = (5/l 1) n2, F is at 
least (5/ 11) n2-evasive. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that the collection F contains a complete 
graph on n - 1 vertices. Then we can derive from F a collection F’ on these 
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n - 1 vertices with the relation that G E F’ if and only if g E 8’. Then F’ is 
nontrivial and is, therefore, X,-,-evasive. Thus P must be X,-,-evasive. 
In a similar manner if the “claw” graph, which has one vertex connected 
to the other n - 1 vertices, is not in F, we can derive F’ from F by placing G 
on n - 1 vertices in F’ if and only if G with all vertices connected to an nth 
vertex is in F. Then, again, F’ must be nontrivial, and is X,-,-evasive. Thus 
F must be X,-,-evasive. 
The only remaining case is that in which the complete graph on n - 1 
vertices is not in F while the claw is in F. We treat this case by finding the 
prime power, y, that is closest to n/2; then consider the graph consisting of a 
complete graph on a set of vertices, 57, , of size n - y, and no edges among the 
rest of the vertices, T1 , of size y. Consider the group G which leaves this 
graph invariant: It is the direct product of the symmetric group on the 
vertices of T1 and the symmetric group on the vertices of Tz . If E is the set of 
edges with one vertex in Tl and one in T2 , we can derive a collection F’ of 
subsets of E from F in the usual way. G induces a transitive group on E 
which is invariant on F’. 
Represent an edge of E by an ordered pair (i, j) for the edge which joins 
the ith vertex of Tl to the jth vertex of T, . As F contains a claw and is a graph 
property, it contains claws centered at every vertex j in Tz . By monotonicity, 
F contains the graph with the edges in Cj = {(i, j)l 1 < i < y> added to 
the complete graph on Tz . Thus Cj E F’ for all j. Similarly 4 4 F’ because F 
contains no &-I . By Lemma 2, F’ is completely evasive and hence F is 
y(n - y)-evasive. 
Proof of Corollary. By Theorem 1 we know that if: 
y1 = 2” 
> F is at least n2/4-evasive; 
n = 3 . 2k, F is at least 2n2/9-evasive. 
By Theorem 2, if 2k < n < 8 . 2” F is at least (2”)2/4-evasive so F is at least 
n2/9-evasive; if $ + 2” < n < 2”+l F is at least 2(3 * 2k-1)2/9-evasive so F is at 
least n2/8-evasive. Thus, F is always at least n2/9-evasive. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We assume that the graph consisting of 2*-+l 
disconnected complete graphs on 2T-1 vertices is not in c otherwise we 
obtain a better result using r decreased by 1. Partition the 2q vertices into 
2q-r+1 = j sets of size 2+l, Tl ,..., Tj . Define G to be the graph consisting of a 
complete graph on each Ti with no edges between distinct Ti . Define E to be 
the set of edges with each vertex from a different Ti and consider H, the full 
invariant group on G. H is the direct product of j copies of Szr-l and one copy 
of Sj and is transitive on the edges of E. Using E, form a collection F’ from 
F with S C E in F’ if and only if G with the edges of S is in F. 
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We will show that any orbit of subsets of E under the action of G not in F’ 
will have size divisible by 2 except the orbit containing the null set. Thus, by 
the even-odd sum rule, F’ will be completely evasive on E, and F will be at 
least 1 E / = 2@-l(24 - 2+l)-evasive. 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem l(d), we can observe that orbits of 
subsets of E have size divisible by 2 if subsets from the orbits are not of 
block type on the Ti . So it suffices to show that any nontrivial subset of E of 
block type which has odd orbit size must contain a pairwise matching of the 
Ti because then the graph it represents must contain as a subgraph 2*-’ 
disconnected complete graphs on 2’ points and hence must be in I”‘. 
So suppose U, a nonempty subset of E, has odd orbit size. Let S’ be the 
subgroup of Si which stabilizes U. The index of S’ in Sj is 1 U I, which is odd. 
Thus S’ contains a 2-sylow subgroup of Sj . As every 2-sylow subgroup of 
Sj contains a j-cycle (the 2-sylow subgroups are conjugates of each other), 
some j-cycle must stabilize U, say (1, 2, 3,...,j). U must contain a block edge 
from, say, Tl to T,,, , where k = p . 2”, z > 0,p odd. We know that repeated 
application of the cycle to the edge (1, k + 1) will give edges in U. Thus we 
know that 
(1, k + 1) (2 . 2” + 1, (p + 2)2” + 1) (j- F+l + 1, (p-2) . 2” + 1) 
(2, k + 2) 
. 
(Z (P i- W”) 
. . . . . 
(3 - 2”, (P.-t 3) l 2”) 
. 
(j-22, (p- 1) -2” + 1) 
are all “edges” in U, and it can be seen that they constitute a pairwise 
matching of the Ti . This completes the proof. 
IV. FURTHER DIRECTIONS 
The results obtained in this paper have all been based upon the “odd 
weight-even weight” balance imposed upon collection of subsets that are not 
completely evasive. They lead to bounds on evasiveness that are far from 
complete because, in order to apply this balance condition effectively we are 
able to apply it to only a subset of the indices. We find that, even with specified 
answers to question about certain arcs, the balance condition must fail for 
the rest of the arcs, so that on the remaining arc set, the property in question 
must be completely evasive. 
We are forced to this procedure because the total number, (i), of arcs in 
a graph on n vertices is not a prime power, for n > 4, and group theoretic 
results clash with the balance condition only for prime powers. 
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Improved results could come from progress in the following directions: 
(1) The balance condition follows from even a single deviation from 
complete evasiveness. One could seek similar usable conditions that follow 
from greater deviation from complete evasiveness. 
(2) One could improve the ingenuity or intricacy of the group theoretic 
arguments or reductions used to set against the balance condition, so as to 
broaden the content of the conclusions. 
Among the problems that might be attacked by such approaches, are, in 
decreasing order (perhaps) of their interest, the following: 
(1) The strong version of the original conjecture-namely, that Non- 
trivial monotone graph properties are completely evasive. 
(2) The weak version of the “modified” conjecture, that nontrivial 
graph properties are cn2-evasive. (It goes without saying that the strong 
version of this would rank as (0) here.) 
(3) Increasing the subclasses of problems that are cn2-evasive, or 
completely evasive. 
(4) Improving bounds for evasiveness, especially to (:)( 1 - o(l)). 
The arguments in this paper have primarily been based on proving that 
the odd and even weight levels could not balance modulo an appropriate 
prime in the given circumstances. This kind of argument alone has limitations. 
In particular, among graphs on six vertices, there are several properties 
which satisfy even-odd balancing. Perhaps the simplest of these is the 
property, “contains three edges (a, b), {b, c}, and (c, d}, where a, b, c, and d 
are distinct vertices.” However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these 
properties are evasive or even balance after the first question is asked. 
It may well be that by performing the kind of argument indicated above 
simultaneously on several arcs sets and modulo with more than one prime, 
whatever this may entail, one can deduce complete evasiveness of a useful 
set of properties. 
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